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Jason Roebke Octet
Cinema Spiral
NO BUSINESS 86

You can’t surprise people by doing 
the same thing twice, so Jason 
Roebke has resisted the tempta-
tion to make another album just 
like his octet’s marvelous debut. 
The Chicago bassist spent a decade 
showing the town his exemplary 
skills as an instrumentalist and accompanist, but even long-term fans 
were pleasantly astonished by the tonal richness of the arrangements on 
High/Red/Center (Delmark). 

But the octet, having established its mastery of Mingus-like large 
ensemble jazz, has moved on. The material that Roebke has composed for 
Cinema Spiral is not as immediately ingratiating, but ultimately no less 
rewarding. This time the melodies stop and start, ducking into impro-
vised passages and giving way to lengthy exchanges between players. The 
opening “Looking Directly Into The Camera” proceeds in suitably cine-
matic fashion. It unfolds episodically, the players straying from the origi-
nal theme and searching for a way back. With Cinema Spiral, the bassist’s 
music has become more mercurial, changing in tone and velocity both 
within and between pieces, and stymying complacency in the process.

 —Bill Meyer
Cinema Spiral: Looking Directly Into The Camera; Focusing; For A Moment; Getting High; People 
Laughing; Waiting; L’acmé. (52:42)
Personnel: Jason Roebke, bass;  Greg Ward, alto saxophone; Keefe Jackson, tenor saxophone, so-
pranino saxophone, contrabass clarinet; Jason Stein, bass clarinet; Josh Berman, trumpet; Jeb Bishop, 
trombone; Jason Adasiewicz, vibraphone; Mike Reed, drums. 

Ordering info: nobusinessrecords.com

Jochen Rueckert
Charm Offensive
PIROUET 3095

½
Cologne-born drummer Jochen 
Rueckert is yet another reason jazz 
is no longer an exclusively American 
art form. Rueckert arrived stateside 
in 1998 and has worked with dozens 
of notable U.S. musicians; he contin-
ues to play with Ben Monder, Kurt 
Rosenwinkel, Chris Potter, Sam Yahel, Mark Turner and Tim Hagans, 
among others. He’s recorded two albums, and even found time to pen 
a travel book, Read The Rueckert—Travel Observations and Pictures 
of Hotel Rooms (iBooks). Charm Offensive continues in the vein of 
Rueckert’s earlier albums: airy compositions full of improvisation and 
melodies that have a habit of insinuating themselves deep in your head. 

The album’s assembled cast brings power and intuitive grace to 
Rueckert’s tunes. Tenor saxophonist Mark Turner and guitarist Mark 
Moreno are excellent foils and interpretive craftsmen throughout, while 
bassist Orlando le Fleming performs in lockstep fluidity with the drum-
mer’s spiraling rhythms. 

The tunes are sly insinuators—infused with old-school swing and 
angular melodies—but they’re guided here with leavened gravitas. 
Rueckert remains charming, and cleverly offensive.

 —Ken Micallef 
Charm Offensive: Stretch Mark; 5-Hydroxytryptamine; Aussenposition; Parasitosis; Eunice Park; The 
Alarmists; Purring Excellence; Charm Offensive. (53:22)
Personnel: Jochen Rueckert, drums; Mark Turner, tenor saxophone; Mike Moreno, guitar; Orlando le 
Fleming, bass.

Ordering info: pirouet.com

Stephan Crump’s 
Rhombal 
Rhombal 
PAPILLON SOUNDS 

The adventurous composer-bassist 
Stephan Crump shares the weight 
of Rhombal amicably and dynami-
cally with drummer Tyshawn Sorey, 
trumpeter Adam O’Farrill and 
tenor saxophonist Ellery Eskelin. 
While this is clearly Crump’s album, it’s also a blend of four distinct per-
sonalities, each able to navigate rapidly mutating tunes.

Crump sequences this homage to his deceased brother with care and 
an element of surprise. As a result, Rhombal bristles with the unexpected 
and the lively. The nine tracks work as a whole; they also work individu-
ally, spanning the leisurely “NoD For Nelson,” the dirge-like “Grovi,” the 
boppish “Skippaningam” and “Esquima Dream,” a snappy showcase for 
Sorey at his funkiest, with a tightly braided O’Farrill-Eskelin front line. 
Crump’s music is original, so you don’t spend time spotting the influenc-
es. It also feels lived-in and warm, particularly in the longer tunes like the 
alternately devotional and sassy “Loose Bay” and the similarly bifurcated 
“Pulling Pillars–Outro For Patty.” This group plays complex music free-
ly, easily and memorably. 

 —Carlo Wolff

Rhombal: NoD For Nelson; Grovi; Skippaningam; Loose Bay; Esquima Dream; How Close Are You; 
Tschi; Birdwhistle; Pulling Pillars-Outro For Patty. (59:37)
Personnel: Stephan Crump, bass; Ellery Eskelin, tenor saxophone; Adam O’Farrill, trumpet; Tyshawn 
Sorey, drums.

Ordering info: stephancrump.com

Whit Dickey/
Kirk Knuffke
Fierce Silence
CLEAN FEED 376

½
This intimate multi-generational 
meeting between New Yorkers Kirk 
Knuffke (cornet) and Whit Dickey 
(drums) was recorded in Brooklyn 
last year, and is dedicated to the 
stickman’s departed brother Don. 
The session marks a significantly restrained and subtle approach from 
Dickey, when compared with his more turbulent work with Matthew 
Shipp and David S. Ware.

The soundstage for the drums is massive, with the elements of 
Dickey’s kit arranged carefully around the stereo field. Knuffke stands 
in the center, his breathy pointillism always dancing around, alighting to 
coincide with each drumming emphasis. Knuffke might be an abstract 
painter, but his actual tone and phrasing often inhabit the oldest regions 
of the jazz tradition. Dickey’s skins have a tuned musicality. 

“Step Back,” as with most of the pieces, is a dialog with ample pauses, 
space being paramount. The pair is in no hurry, circling each other wari-
ly, as if immersed in a courtship dance ritual. “Leave It To The Wind” is 
even more spacious, as Knuffke moves cautiously and Dickey splashes 
with faint brushwork, the pair lingering in deep agreement.

 —Martin Longley

Fierce Silence: The Calling; Fierce Silence; Step Back; Stalker; Lodestar; Quarry; Bone; Legba’s Dance; 
Leave It To The Wind; Ashes. (46:00)
Personnel: Kirk Knuffke, cornet; Whit Dickey, drums .

Ordering info: cleanfeed-records.com


